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The technology of laser scanning and point clouds, combined with Autodesk® ReCap™ software and
Autodesk Factory Design Suite, offers many exciting options to drive reduction of issues in the field during
installation and save time. It can change the way you work. This class demonstrates the uses and basic
workflows for reality capture using real-world examples

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
Explain how laser scanning works.
Effectively use Autodesk ReCap.
Identify and describe ways to use laser scan data.
Apply the use of laser scanning to work in Factory Design Suite.

About the Speaker
Steve Schuchard is a Technical CAD Manager at Production Modeling Corporation. Steve supports their
Layout Design Teams and is a Technical Consultant for Factory Design Suite and Laser Scanning.
Previously, he was CAD Manager at General Motors where he developed, applied, and supported 3D
Plant Layout processes, procedures, and related technology for North America.
In 2011 he received the Progressive Manufacturing Award for Innovation for his accomplishments. Steve
has been working in the 3D Layout Technology Area since 1998
Email: steve.schuchard@yahoo.com
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Application of Laser Scanning
The key to implementing laser scanning is identifying the correct opportunities to apply
the technology and processes. The case studies shown in class were some sample
applications. There are many ways to apply laser scanning. Many ideas come after starting a
pilot project and getting others involved.
Here are some examples:










Field checking any space. Floor to Ceiling. Missing drawings for something?
Scan it, well almost.
Reverse Engineering Large Equipment (Conveyor Example).
Accurate Proposal and Sales Generation - reduce proposal errors, cut time, and
impress the clients with Laser Scan data and 3D CAD during proposal
presentations in a short time period.
Validation prior to Installation – Check the space to make sure prior installations
have taken place according to plans so that your installations do not need
rework.
Sections and Elevations.
Locations which require site visits by multiple personnel.
Reviews with Safety boards.

Keep in Mind:



Choose a pilot project to start that is large enough to make a difference and requires an
investment.
Do not apply all the processes at once. This often results in steep learning curves and
objectives which are never met.

Scanning Considerations:






Make sure you ask provider to place scans in your CAD Coordinates. This will
make using the point cloud easy and matches common CAD practices.
Request the data in ReCap format to save yourself time of figuring out how to get
the data into Autodesk.
For most jobs, request data to be delivered on external hard drive / usb. This can
serve as a temporary space for ReCap work flows and is easy to pass if
necessary.
Consider the necessity of Color. Color is very appealing, but in spaces that are
not well and even lighted, grayscale will look better. A bright sunny windows will
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make your scan data be washed out by the window and other colors could have
a blue tint.
Remember this data will always be available and may be used for reference
later. Don’t short change the areas captured if not necessary.

Autodesk ReCap
Autodesk ReCap is a necessary tool to enable work flow in your Autodesk product and,
it’s free. The following tips are useful for ReCap Studio and can also apply to ReCap Pro. These
are listed in order of importance.
File Extensions
.RCS (Reality Capture Scan) – this is the file that contains actual point data. This is the
equivalent to an Inventor Part (.IPT) or Navisworks Document (.NWD)
.RCP (Reality Capture Project) – this is a project file that contains only which RCS files are
loaded, saved regions and limit boxes. This is the equivalent to an Inventor Assembly (.IAM) or
Navisworks File Set(.NWD).
Method of Use – This section has the work flow as demonstrated in class.
1. Update the Origin. This should match AutoCAD Drawings in most cases.
2. Establish a plan to organize the data – This is a very important step. This step should
be approached by considering how you want use the data and control its visibility.
Depending on how you perform the CAD drawing tasks and the handle project data
is the baseline to determine how to break up the point cloud. Remember, you can
easily add data together in the CAD applications, but not break it apart.
3. Establish a storage location and necessary naming conventions. In some cases
using a layering standard as a basis make sense. You will see that as you break up
point clouds into project data it more closely reflects layer conventions.
4. Make major sections – Break the point cloud into major sections. These can be
broad and easy to make. Typically the limit box is the only tool needed.
5. Make Final Areas – This is where you use the selection command and clipping to
place all the points on regions. Any region will be exported as a single point cloud.
Using regions is not required, but can be helpful should you need to break down the
point clouds later.
6. Export a file – to create an RCS file, select the export command. Only points visible
on the screen will be exported.
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Application Tips
Navigation - Viewing
1. The default navigation mode sufficient for Factory Spaces. It operates like Orbit
command. Use Right Click to initiate rotation. Other modes offer little advantages
in my opinion.
2. Middle button is Pan when pressed and the wheel zooms in and out.
3. Center of rotation (“Center" or “Focus”) is set by the location of your cursor when
starting the command. It is indicated by a black “Sphere”.
4. If the data appears dark, check to see that the “Lighting Sides” is set to “None”.

5. Point Size can be controlled to fill in visually. My preference is to set them to “1”
the smallest size. It provides a more refined view.

Limit box – The limit box provides a way to quickly reduce the overall point cloud volume to an
enclosed area.

1. When using a limit box, you can use the commands at the bottom of the screen
to pick a surface, or highlight the cutting edge.
2. You can select the edges to rotate the box in a single axis.
3. You can save multiple limits boxes.
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Region – Regions are similar to AutoCAD Layers. Once the points are selected and
placed on Regions, you can control their visibility. Normally, anything I set to a region will
turn into a file.
1. When Selecting, either double click or press enter to complete the selection
command.
2. Plane – With the Plane command you can select 3 points and ReCap will select
all points that reside on that plane.
3. After a selection is made, you can:
a. Select Clip (Inside / Outside) to further refine your view.
b. Place on a new or existing region.
4. After selection is complete.
a. Select Unclip All to reveal items clipped.
b. Turn off the region created to continue to the next section.
5. When the point cloud has been classified into regions, manipulate the region
visibility to show the files to be created. Select Export and export the files. It may
be desirable to view them in another application (I prefer Navisworks) to verify
the results are as expected.

AutoCAD
AutoCAD is the most widely used tool for Plant layout. Utilizing Scan data can work for
both 3D and 2D users. Use of simple commands and ingenuity makes for some interesting
possibilities.

How to apply Scanning in AutoCAD:
1. 3D CAD modeling (traditional conversion)
2. 2D Plant drawing updating – use the point cloud to update the 2d layout by
clipping the point cloud.
3. 2D elevations – use the clipping command to reveal a clean elevation for
conversion or printing to DWF.
4. Create proposal drawings consisting of multiple scan databases. If you have
multiple plants and want to duplicate or “what if” a process, you can use
ReCap and AutoCAD to generate ideas and review them in Navisworks.
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Application Tips:
1. Use AutoCAD Xref to attach a point cloud. Note that AutoCAD has a limit of
point display of 2 billion. It will not display anymore even when multiple files
are loaded. Only attach files which need to be displayed.
2. When inserting, place the Point Clouds on layers to aid in visibility control.
3. Use Node Osnap to snap to a point.
4. AutoCAD automatically switches to 3D Wireframe view to shade the point
cloud. To improve performance, return to 2D Wireframe.
5. Select the point cloud to view the context sensitive menu to control density.

6. When Clipping, try using the “Clip” command, then select ”Clipping Box”. It
will provide a simple box to be used for cropping. Select the grips on each
corner as well as the sides to change the point cloud display. For easy
manipulation consider using 2 viewports.

7. Try to print points to a DWF file. Why:
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a. DWF is now a 2d version of the point cloud. Consider using for sections
and slices of the scan to reveal 2d plans.
b. Easy to share.
c. You can still snap to the points in the DWF.
d. Warning: only works in top view.
e. Use large paper size for increased resolution.
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Inventor
Displaying points in Inventor is easy as long as you have prepared the data into small
pieces using ReCap. Ability to manipulate the point cloud is limited in Inventor but provides
enough to allow you a powerful combination in Factory Design Suite.

Application Tips
1. Note that any Point Cloud data inserted in Inventor will not be displayed in any other
application when accessed (e.g. Navisworks). Be sure to utilize the point cloud
breakdown process to display on the point cloud data that is of value.
2. Point Cloud Insertion commands can be located on the manage tab.

3. You can create a constraint to a point cloud by first placing a cloud point, then
constraining data to that point.
4. Point Clouds cannot be moved in Inventor. They can only be moved by manipulating
the insertion point coordinate values.
5. Point Cloud Snapping is an option that can be toggled on and off in the Snap Type
pull-down. When working with point cloud, only enable it when you need to snap to a
point cloud.
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Navisworks
Navisworks does a great job at displaying Point Cloud data. It simply looks and performs
the best in this application.

Application Tips
1. Use the Classified Point Clouds process to maintain consistency of file structure in
each application.
2. To control some of the interaction and display of the ReCap files, go to Global
options and select the File Reader:
a. ReCap > View Preferences – Turn off Scale interactive sizes and set how many
points to visualize during movement.

b. AutoCAD > Convert Cloud – Turn this on so you can open a DWG and have
Navisworks automatically loads the files that need to be viewed.
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c. Change Viewpoints Settings to save the visibility state of Point Cloud data.

3. On the Viewpoint tab, enable Sectioning and use the box to data outside of the box.
This is a great way to control display and performance when loading large models.
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4. You can use Navisworks Freedom to view ReCap files. Your consumers will be able
to interact with the point cloud. Note, the Publish or save as NWD function does not
save the point cloud when in ReCap format.
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-navisworks-family/autodesk-navisworksfreedom
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